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1.1 Introduction
This report summarizes the Awareness Campaign on Preventive Measures to Stop the Spread of the
Covid-19 virus which made a landfall in Africa from February 2020. This is the first part in a series
of the pilot programs to be conducted by YALD in the crisis management as part of our major
humanitarian, psychological, physical and mental assistance as a way of providing a message of
hope. As a Christian based organization we hope this endeavor as part of many future initiatives.
Several meetings were conducted by YALD international team through social media platforms with
representatives in member states most affected during April to May 2020. Information was
gathered through a document review project. During the analysis of the project the team focused
on objectives to achieve in nine most affected countries and where YALD is represented in different
parts of the cities.
Undertaking such campaign in a complex and critical moment in these countries will invariably be
perceived as blessing for young people, students stuck in Univerisities, children in the orphanages and
old people most vulnerable. YALD team’s objective was to raise Awareness Campaign on Preventive
Measures to Stop the Spread of the CORONAVIRUS Pandemic.

1.2 Summary of Key Findings
YALD, like other development organizations, is best suited to capturing learning around how young
African leaders have been working together and assessing the collective outcomes of their activities
in their respective churches and communities. While it was necessary for YALD team to develop a
good understanding of young people perception on Transformational development in the community
in response of the crisis.
Evidence gathered, including project reviews, with some of the first steps in the community, were
sent to the office of young people’s ministries of the United Methodist church. After consultation
with the office, the international YALD office was granted $15000 to cover the campaign program
in nine countries listed above. And these funds have been largely an International response to
preventive measures, led by YALD national members of international organizations.
Based on discussions the projects funds would cover purchase of food, hands washing buckets,
sanitizers, face-masks and social media campaign, in Univerisities, orphanages, local churches,
public transport bus stations, markets, hospital and television. That is to suggest the response was
perfect in the impacted communities; however, the assistance was not as timely as it should have
been, geographic coverage was not always consistent with needs and commitments made by
national YALD members due to limited resources. YALD overall awareness campaign was that the
response has gone well and appreciated everywhere we stepped.
Looking forward, three issues stand out as requiring particular focus moving into the next phase of
YALD programs, namely YALD member members empowerment in entrepreneurship (Agriculture,
commercial and Environment), community consultation, Covid-19 Risk Reduction.
This is in addition to improvements in YALD structures and practices that could facilitate a more
effective response in the community as it transitions to recovery from Covid-19 crisis. YALD also
identified one potential gap in community which is severe psychosocial stress in communities who
have become acutely aware just how vulnerable they became due to Covid crisis and young people
who resumed schooling.
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1.2.1. Consultation and Capacity Building
YALD international office called for a zoom meeting with all country directors to inform about them
the available funds from young people’s ministries of the united Methodist church for the
awareness campaign in nine most affected countries. Later all the members of selected countries
were invited through zoom meeting for a strategy on how they would carry out the campaign in
respect of the timeline and the objectives. This was a learning process which helped country
directors and country members to move with confidence with the campaign in the communities.
This is a first-time campaign done by YALD and is evidence of maturity within young African leaders.
As evidenced by the ability to manage the project through monitoring and evaluation. Africa and
the rest of the world had never faced a crisis of this magnitude in history and particularly the intense
in planning and execution of this exercise in a short time frame. This includes YALD international
members, since much of the response was (and continues to be) carried out by the national
members.
1.2.2.
Crisis Risk caused by Covid-19
The crisis in Africa was not just the Covid-19 As noted above, Africa had not experienced a crisis of
this scale in living memory so it is not surprising that preparedness was weak. While communities
were warned, continued lack of preparedness which is the result of vulnerability both mentally and
physically. In this time, majority of young people lost their jobs, loved ones, parents, friends and
important connections and opportunity, facts which are found everywhere.
The pandemic of Coronavirus has left behind frightened survivors acutely aware of their own
vulnerability. Agencies implementing psychosocial activities report that, whereas the most frequent
problem they were dealing with until May-June was shock, this has now evolved into significant
anxiety about the prospect of continuous pandemic or another tragedy.
While YALD in communities confirm that beneficiaries appreciate the awareness campaign aid they
have received, they are at the same time very clear that their priority is to return to self-sufficiency.
Many potentially useful efforts and initiatives are currently underway to promote African Young
Leaders within the church and the community, but there are challenges of startup resources.
1.2.3.
Coordination
YALD project Coordination involved international office, YALD country members, state members,
local community leaders, local churches leaders and Administrative management of Universities and
orphanages and markets to facilitate the Awareness Campaign operations. Based on interviews of
both beneficiaries and members along with a review of minutes, guidelines and tools, coordination
has been relatively good at the continental level.
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Context and Background
The current pandemic is defining cultural and political moment for today’s generation of youth. Many
are leading their communities response to COVID-19. Indeed, young people are often at the front lines
of responses in times of conflict and crisis. From feeding the poor and marginalized to using dance to
manage psychosocial stress and trauma. Young people are implementing conflict-sensitive and
innovative solutions to an unprecedented crisis.
At the same time, many young people are still excluded from civic, economic, and political decisionmaking processes, despite making up to 70% of the population of conflict-affected areas.
The pandemic will likely further reduce young people’s access to many basic services and
opportunities, such as healthcare, source livelihoods, education, and more. Compounding the
structural and psychological “violence of exclusion” many youths already experience in conflictaffected contexts. Continued exclusion will hinder youth from having a bigger impact in supporting
resilience and recovery from the current pandemic; in the worst cases, it may cause some youth to
“turn to violent underworlds that offer alternative sources of status, recognition, and social cohesion.”
As societies seek to build a new post-pandemic normal, governments face a stark choice: revert to
structures that perpetuate the violence of exclusion against youth, or amplify young people’s ability
to improve trust between people and institutions, help marginalized communities, and prevent
violence.
With the support of over 11,000 young people, search co-led advocacy that led to the awareness
campaign.
Resolution 2250 on YPS (UNSCR 2250) in 2015. In West Africa and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Search has also played a significant role in mobilizing young leaders who helped contain and
respond to Ebola virus outbreaks by bridging the trust gap between government and local
communities. Drawing from this expertise, this paper highlights the current and potential roles of
youth during the pandemic, and provides recommendations on amplifying the positive contributions
of youth in mitigating and recovering from the crisis.
COVID-19 Protection and Prevention Needs Longstanding exclusionary structures limit young people’s
impact as changemakers. In 2015, less than 2% of all parliamentary seats in the world were held by
people under 30, while youth participation in electoral politics was nearly a third lower than the
general voting population. This exclusion is felt even more acutely among youth of racial, religious, or
ethnic minority backgrounds in their countries. Lockdown restrictions to combat COVID-19 may also
hinder the ability of young activists from mobilizing peace movements.
As job losses due to the pandemic are expected to hit these populations particularly hard, unequal
access to employment and livelihoods opportunities can exacerbate feelings of social and political
injustice among young people.
The compounded effects of conflict, lifestyle disruptions, and physical isolation on young people’s
mental health can also be damaging, and in some cases may result in unhealthy long-term coping
mechanisms involving violent attitudes and behaviors.
Because additional waves of the virus are possible, the effects of these vulnerabilities may be long
lasting, even intergenerational.
The increasing use of information and communications technology (ICT) platforms during lockdown
creates openings for false information, exposure to violent extremist messaging, or censorship.
Though they are important tools for maintaining social contact and accessing important services such
7
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as education, these platforms can also create risks for young people, who are often the most frequent
users of ICT.
Key Opportunities: Youth in Crisis Response and Peacebuilding Across the world, we are witnessing
young people respond to the pandemic in innovative and awareness campaign ways. Young people
can often operate in spaces where governments or the international community cannot, making
them vital partners.
Ensuring that official health guidelines are followed and accurate community assessments are
conducted is of utmost importance to combatting a disease like COVID-19. Yet, in many cases,
communities often do not trust government experts and are often far more trusting of their peer
networks.
Context of YALD in Africa
YALD is an International Non-profit Organization which is devoid of any spirit of profit, undertake
activities with young African people to encourage the spirit of cooperation, development and
mutuality assistance in the Community. YALD is a biblical basic organization which was created in
2018 by United Methodist Young leaders from Africa and these young leaders are from young
leaders’ summit, a program of young people ministries.
YALD is establish in 19 countries in which we have been able to identify strong umc members who
are passionate to serving in their community.
The membership of YALD is made up to 90 percent young Methodist young leaders and 10 percent
none Methodist.
The Young African Leadership Development is a youth organization that had its birth in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. It has however got its subsidiary Leadership scattered around Africa,
in DRC, Cameroun, Congo Brazzaville, Zimbabwe, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Malawi, Mozambique,
Angola, Rwanda, Tanzania, Namibia, South Africa, Uganda, Nigeria, Ethiopian, Kenya, Ghana, Ivory
Coast. The initiative of this organization is not unconnected with the missions and visions of the
United Methodist Church, though not expressly a part of its young people's structure. There has
nonetheless been a thriving and unique YALD policy - a unity in diversity scope - on which it
adequately functions in harness with the Methodist young people. Bulk of YALD's members are
United Methodist young people but not only limited to United Methodists. Our vision is to invest in
young people around Africa.
The Mission of YALD is to promote, inspire, empower a new generation of Young African Leaders by
providing skills, knowledge for the global development of young people in Africa and transformation
of individual young people in the Community.
Objective:
The organization's overall goal is to strengthen the capacities of African young people for the integral
development of the community. We aim at empowering the young population in Africa in order to
ensure vigorous growth and respectable well-being.
Specific objectives:
Share YALD's vision across Africa and the world;
Promote the Spiritual growth as a Christian organization;
Contribute to Joy and Social Wealth;
Promote youth entrepreneurship in Africa;
Promote the culture of Peace, Reconciliation and Conflict resolution within the youth and the
community;
8
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Promote the protection of the environment;
Promote new technologies.
Field of activity:
To achieve its mission, YALD intervenes in the following program:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transformational Leadership,
Young African Women Empowerment,
Sustainable Environment, and
Entrepreneurship.

YALD operate throughout the African community.
The year 2020 was the year of frustration with the covid-19 crisis but through prayers and love of young
people ministries, Yald was fund to raise awareness on prevention of measures to stop the propagation
of the virus in 8 countries which are Nigeria, Rwanda, Zimbabwe, DRC, Ivory Coast, Tanzania, Sierra
Leone, and Cameroun.
Please find the project copy.
Coordination Structures and communications
This graphic represents the structure and communications way that yald operates, from the top
leadership at international level to provinces or regions.
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Funding
Based on discussions, with key informants from YALD and board of young people ministries an
international agency of Umc Young People’s Ministries, after observations and an analysis funding
Partners concluded to fund the Awareness Campaign with an amount of $15,000 for nine countries
listed above. Nevertheless, well-founded concerns exist amongst many international agencies about
the availability of funds for ongoing needs and for recovery in future of young people. At the time of
yald reflections, the bulk of the campaign funding was scheduled for one time and the project to
terminate at the end of July 2020.
Some additional funding had been made available from country directors by their local contribution
from and other donors were planning to make more available (local governments) but funding were
quite limited.
Selection of countries and Distribution of funds
Process Selection was planned through a comprehensive roadmap of most affected countries which
are yald member state. This roadmap should include key sequenced steps like identification of country
directors and their relationship with the united Methodist in their respective communities and sign an
approval faith agreement including the changes in the budget with local expenses availed by yald
international office.
The funds will need to be used in each country selected and according to local context, but should at
minimum include: As a first step, the meeting with yald country directors and their team leaders to
identity strategic places to raise the awareness including a public place (market, bus station and so),
Vulnerable people (orphanages, and remote areas) and Educational Institutions (Universities and
schools). As second step, the team-work would create a collaboration with church leaders in order to
guarantee the actions under yald in partnership with umc church and elaborate all requirements in
order to have access in identified areas with the community leaders. As third step, buying the
considered needs for the campaign and finally have the awareness done.
The funding is used strategically to support achievement of objectives relative to the awareness
campaign priorities.
Project objectives and outcome
Yald collected data of the present which had a learning outcomes and systems building within country
director’s collaborations and with their team as well.
Objective
Organize a zoom conference meeting with countries directors and advisors of YALD of 20 different
countries. The action was to inform them of the available funding for the awareness campaign to be
implemented in selected countries. With a positive outcome through exchanges of ideas in order to
have a good work done in these selected countries. the second zoom included only concerned country
directors and there was a learning procedure of Development of disciplinary values love-actionreflecting-payer and Training of Leaders on different ways of carrying out the campaign to comply with
instructions; to operate in the communities, the behavior towards beneficiaries and the good use of
funding including the marketing tools with both logo yald and young people ministries.
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The covid-19 situation in DRC is increasing every day. Due to the very week strategies of testing the
population. However, the government has put efforts in fighting this pandemic. The first case of the
coronavirus was discovered in Kinshasa the capital city of DRC in month of March 2020, withing the
same week more than 10 cases were discovered as well in the same city at the airport. This
unexpected situation brought an emergency state in the whole country, no personal travel except
merchandises. The situation led to termination of work contacts, school, universities and most
popular activities such religious, markets, sport places.
Due to massive population of over 11Millions in the city it is critical to test everyone due to the
limited resources with the government. Now the country is counting more than 10000 cases and still
uncertain due to none respect of preventive measures.
Yald is implemented in 8 provinces and 90 percent of YALD members are United Methodist Young
Leaders and the rest are none umc members from other religious movement and civil society
organizations:
1. Kinshasa
2. Central Congo
3. Kolwezi
4. Lubumbashi
5. Kasai oriental
6. Lomami
7. Kasai central
8. Kindu-Maniema
Yald has been able to implement a leadership committee in each province listed above.
With regards to covid-19
Pre-Campaign in the UCKIN University
We had a pre-campaign in the Christian University of Kinshasa, where yald has the office, here we
were able to donate some drinks, washing hand bucket, face mask and sanitizers, where we met with
foreigners’ students from Cameroun and Central Africa with their appreciation to become members.
Yald has raised an awareness campaign of preventive measures to stop the propagation of the virus
in Africa and funded by Young people Ministries of the United Methodist Church under the leadership
of Chris Witherdink, and in DRC
The choice was Kinshasa the most affected city in DRC by the covid-19 with almost 95 percent of
11thousands cases.
Public campaign in the Sola Market
Public Campaign in the market of Sola which is located in Ngaliema commune, Ozone Mbiza Area,
where yald raised the campaign to tell sellers and those who were buying to keep the preventive
measures because the disease is real.
We donated face-mask, washing hands buckets and stands and sanitizers,
See the pictures.
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Awareness campaign in INBTP and UCKIN Institution
YALD raised the campaign in two different Universities where students were stuck in the campus due
to long distance of their home places in foreigner countries or cities from a very long distance.
We went to UCKIN, Université Chretienne de Kinshasa where we met with students in
campus and offered to them face-mask, sanitizers, washing hands bucket and some foods.
We also met with the management committee of this higher education institution. this is
where we ended the first series of awareness campaigns. it is in this university where there
is the office of the president of YALD and head office. it is in this university where we took
the first step of raising awareness with students confined to homes. We received the
opportunity to train the students of this university in community development by
organizing exchange workshops and conferences in partnership with the management
committee of the university and YALD.
INBTP is an institution that trains engineers in construction and sustainable development.
Here we visited the young girls confined to the home, for the reason that they do not have
homes in the city and some of them are foreigners from neighboring countries of the DRC,
Congo-Brazzaville, Central African Republic and Gabon, there are a total of 15 girls including
5 from Brazzaville, 2 from Gabon, 3 from the Republic of Central Africa and three from the
city of Bandundu, approximately 200 kilometers from Kinshasa, the capital. Being an
international organization, we thought of these young girls and by raising awareness of
preventive measures against the coronavirus pandemic, we shared with them a food rice,
corn, oil, hand washing bucket, sanitizers, masks, soaps and a small envelope for primary
needs such as the purchase of hygienic items. it was with emotion that the Academic
Secretary accompanied by the Administrative Secretary gave the opportunity to YALD to
multiply conferences on personal and community transformational development with
students after confinement and these conferences and workshops will be supported by the
management committee in partnership with YALD.
Awareness Campaign in the Coeur d’une Mere Orphanage
We have been able to reach out to an orphanage of 50 children from age of 1 year to 14 in
Bandal commune, GB area, and we donated food, face-mask, washing hand bucket and
sanitizers. the visit focused on the campaign to raise awareness of private measures against
the Coronavirus. These children who had nothing to eat but found thanks to God through
the support of the young people ministry for two months' food.
Awareness Campaign in YMCA-YWCA Medical Center
We then went to a hospital which treats covid-19 and Drepanocyte children where we
donated a fridge to protect blood, food for children, sanitizers, washing hand bucket and
face-mask located in the remote area of Kinshasa in Kinsenso, we visited a hospital of a
member of YALD, medical center YMCA, this center deals with anemic children and other
services, the center has an internal orphanage of 50 children and 100 children who just
comes to eat and returns to their home. we thus organize this descent with food, and other
tools of preventive measures, we gave the porridge to these 150 children with bread and
13
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sausage to each while giving two bags of corn meals and rice and palm oil to allow these
children to eat even for a week.
Impacts of the Actions in the Community
Stories of the effectiveness of community engagement efforts
The project impacted in all area we have been able to visit, at the first place which was the public
market, the action was more than positive, where every person in the market would say you are the
first organization to bring us face mask and washing hands, at university and orphanages the actions
were powerful and effective. YALD had an opportunity to have partnership with the two universities
and the local community leaders to supporting us with other community programs.
Lessons learned as young leaders in the UMC
Young Methodist leaders as part of yald leadership and members, were able to achieve the objectives
and meet the needs of different categories of people in the community during the very hard time in
the community. We learned that love can go beyond our beloved for the need of another brother or
sister around our community. And also understand that young people can bring transformative
change in the African community and the world in general.
Reflections on how this project affected discipleship and connected with new people, who are not
currently members of the UMC
Through this project yald was able to register a big number of new members, of whom the church will
be beneficiaries and through these opportunities umc young leaders are given chance to impact the
communities, impacts which will promote umc values as well as making disciples as based biblical
organization. We got students as new members, the market administrators and many sells women,
including many of young people adducted of drug in the remote areas.
Notes on relationships that developed at the Central Conference Level, Annual Conference Level,
District Level, or Local Church Level of the UMC
Yald has been able to develop relationship with all levels in the umc, and the actions honored the church
leaders as well The main objective of this project on Awareness Campaign on Preventive Measures to
Stop the Spread of the CORONAVIRUS Pandemic is to tell our friends, beloved ones, fathers, mothers
and everyone that the coronavirus is real and it kills, let us protect
ourselves in order to protect others.
Conclusion and Recommendations
It was not easy to meet these objectives due to limited resources, and limited human resources to
carry out the campaign in other remote area.
We are recommending to yald to organize more of these actions to connect young people in the
communities. Yald would need to organize several trainings in self-support and generate incomes.
Next step of the awareness campaign
YALD DRC continues with the Awareness campaign of preventive measures to stop the propagation
of covid-19 in the rest of the cities in which yald is implemented until the end of August
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We did awareness campaign and preventions measures of COVID-19 through teaching people on
how to avoid this pandemic COVID19 disease which has affected many people’s lives. Now, during
this crisis, we have no time to sit and watch millions of Africans die because they are not informed
or they are not in possession of a masks or liquid soaps to wash hands every day.
Instead we felt we should participate by putting love in action.
Being trained to be an ordained pastor within the UMC, this was a good opportunity for me to
practice what I have learned and still learning at school (Africa University) since Church and social
transformation has to be our life’s style said pastor Cesar. As we all know that this pandemic
(COVID-19) has caused economic crisis all over the world so there are some people who are actually
facing serious challenges to get information needed in order to prevent this pandemic.
The aim was to reach vulnerable people who may not be aware on what to do in order to avoid this
deadly diseases (COVID19)
visiting an orphanage to donate food and hygiene packs needed to fight the spread of COVID-19
visiting a mission school to donate food and hygiene packs needed to fight the spread of COVID-19
Impact of actions in the community
Donations to the orphanage will make it possible for over 30 children at the orphanage to protect
themselves against COVID-19 while having enough nutritional food. The donations at the mission will
help congregates including youth from the missions and villages to worship in a safe environment as
they are able to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Difficulties
The COVID-19 pandemic made it difficult for YALD to get into the communities hence limiting the
number of people that YALD could reach out to.
In order to ensure social distancing, less YALD members were engaged for the activities.
There is scope to help more people in need during this COVID-19 pandemic. More resources need to
be mobilized in order to reach out to more people.
There is need to register YALD in Zimbabwe in order to regularize its work.
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Phase 1: Awareness of Local population
This was done on Sunday 21st June 2020 where we gathered around forty (40) people of with local
authority of BUSIGARI Cell in CYANZARWE Sector RUBAVU District in western province of RWANDA.
YALD Team has started by recalling those peoples the world health organization (WHO) and
Government recommendation for fighting against the spread of COVID-19 include washing hands
regularly, social distancing, and to wear face masque. After that YALD donate the following:
Face masks to 30 people where everyone has received 2 masks, Buckets and their stands and Liquid
soap
These donation (Liquid soap, Buckets and their stands) remained at BUSIGARI Cell office and will
facilitate people in washing their hands while arrived at their office of cell
Phase 2: Donation to UMC Churches in Gisenyi District
This was done after the meeting with YALD members referring to the situation of universities where all
students went to their homes due to COVID-19 and considering that Churches are preparing to reopen
in few days we preferred to donate to UMC Churches this donation reserved to international and local
students stranded in campuses
Therefore, on 27 June 2020 after explain to attended Pastors the measures of fight against the spread
of COVID -19 YALD has donate the following sanitary martials to churches: Buckets and their stands,
Liquid soap and Hands sanitizer.
This Donation will be used in churches by church members during church services in order avoid the
spread of COVID 19.
Phase 3: Visiting orphans in UMC/ Kibungo District
This was done on Saturday 11 july 2020 where YALD Team have visited orphans of Remera and
Rwinkwavu churches in Kibungo district /UMC Rwanda provisional conference. After introducing to
them the main measures to fight against the spread of COVID -19 YALD have donated to them food and
hygienic items as follow: Cornflour, Beans, Cooking oil, Bar Soap.
Impact of actions in the community
Stories of effectiveness of community engagement efforts
The program/awareness impacted positively in all three (3) phases as I have said above ,in phase I
where YALD/RWANDA met local population with their Leaders in that meeting we create a relationship
with those Local authorities and we inspired youth in that place towards community activities .The
same as the remaining phases where we worked in two (2) district of United Methodist church where
we donated Food and hygienic materials in these two phases we inspired people especially youth we
get known in different side of RWANDA .
Lesson learned as young leaders in the UMC
Young leaders in UMC Rwanda provisional conference especially in two visited districts (GISENYI AND
KIBUNGO) learned the following from YALD:
Togetherness: this was declared by Youth in Kibungo District where they are going to look for small
contribution so that themselves, they will continue in supporting the most vulnerable people in their
church.
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Reflection on how this project affected discipleship and Connected with new people who are not
currently member of UMC
Due to the majority of YALD Rwanda are UMC members, some of the visited population was interested
to know our worship place therefore by the reopening of worship place we will get some of them. Since
2015 Rwanda is pausing a national policy of child “deinstitutionalization” where orphanage will
gradually have closed due to research shows that orphanages cannot provide care to children to
develop their fully potentials reason why the visited orphans lives in families therefore, they will tell
people grace God through the received donation
Notes on relationship that developed at the central conference level, Annual conference level,
District level and local church level of UMC
As I have said the part of this program we worked in two district of UMC Rwanda provisional conference
where we supported in needs of churches in this period of corona virus directly YALD Rwanda created
a strong relationship at annual conference level, at two district level and at local church level (example
of Remera and Rwinkwavu)
Conclusion and Recommendations
Challenges
In his policy of fighting against the spread of corona virus during the period of our awareness campaign
on COVID-19 the government of Rwanda Did not allow anyone to gather many peoples, even churches
were closed therefore our purpose of reaching to many people as possible was not achieved
Recommendation: Due to the process of looking for license or registration as Organization in Rwanda
is expensive therefore YALD main office should help us in both advice and financial.
The many people are still facing the challenges caused by this pandemic and we have not reached
everywhere due to limited fund, in case of other fund we are ready to continue the awareness.
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Visit 4 orphanages
Visit 4 orphanages (IOP, angel house orphanage, Father’s house orphanage and House of Hope
orphanage) July 2020; Visit 1 pre-school and 1 college July 2020; Visit Gamasara communities (fighting
against bad culture practice) September 2020
Long plans; Purchasing land and Yald Tanzania Youth center
Ongoing topic: awareness about covid 19.
On 29th June 2020 We visited IOPs with a Number of members who attended – 7
The trip was awesome as you see from the pictures and IOP is the orphanage supported by UMC
on
11st July we visited Uzima orphanage center and we had 56 members who attended
We received various donation from various people include; Clothes 28 pieces, exercises books 20, pens
2boxes.
IOP Orphanage
We covered the orphanage homes and vulnerable groups of people include those people who are
living under tough conditions, simply because they are highly at risk been affected by the Covid-19
pandemic and they have minimal access to the protective equipment such as masks, sanitizers liquid
soap and buckets from washing the hands and very few people were ready to support them due to
the difference ideology.
During different trips we had enough time to play games, sharing our experiences on our education
ground, give the word of encouragement, singing and dancing and further more to give materials
support, Including foods CoVid-19 protective equipment such masks, and sanitizers.
We also provided education of awareness about Covid- 19, Playing games, exercise books Peds
Inspiration base on education Cooking oil.
note: though now days is difficult to explain to other people about Covid-19 due to the foundation
and ideology raised by of our president, our citizens to continue with normal schedule as usual, this
will give another picture in the future.
Angel house orphanage
YALD Tanzania team Showed unite and solidarity with orphanages centers;
As Yald Tanzania we provided;
Foods, Buckets, Soaps, Clothes, Exercise books, Education on awareness about covid 19, Sharing our
experience base on education, Cooking oil.
We provided education on awareness about COVID 19, and most of scholars were willing to join us on
our various events, I am glad to say were good experts on explanation about covid 19 simply because
most of them are studying medical doctors.
We are provided; Masks; Sanitizers; Awareness education; Soaps.
UMC and pre school
Due to the economic status of our pastors during corona era we decided to provide some foods at
chang’ombe UM for the pastors and support her pre-school with some materials supports;
We provided;
Foods, Masks, Soap, Sanitizers for the church, Buckets, Exercise books for preschool, Cooking oil.
As Yald Tanzania we involve on activities include;
Production of liquid soaps, visiting schools and provide materials support to candidate classes and
share our experience together with students and Making and designing of the masks.
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Impact of Actions in the community
Stories of the effectiveness of community engagement efforts
We are glad to see most of the communities especially those who are living in town were able to
understand what is going about pandemic diseases but on other villages especially at Ilula some of the
families believe that there is no corona virus which results most of the people to continue on the usual
works. But another thing we realized each shop has bucket and liquid soap for washing hands which
give us positive picture.
It creates awareness among people on covid 19 on its causes, transmit ion, and preventive measures.
The engagement of the community on fighting against covid 19 paved a way towards minimizing the
effects of the pandemic to the community through education on awareness and materials support
during this pandemic era.
Lessons learned as young leaders in the UMC
The lessons we learned as young leaders is that; most of the people from villages are not aware about
this pandemic disease, so it was hard time we experienced during our trip to explain to the people,
but the good thing on two primary schools we visited they instructed to all students to come with
masks and sanitizers.
Another lesson we experienced is new culture, environment and new people, at IOP most of them
were aware about corona virus.
As young leaders we have the huge tasks of ensuring the well-being of the society more especially the
needy of individually in hard situation like covid 19 pandemic our support is really important.
Solidarity is necessity for human’s life prosperity.
As young leaders our role towards is to change the communities with positive ideas and make the
world better place is very crucial and it’s not something to be neglected, we have ability, faith and
spirit of bring changes
Reflections on how this project affected discipleship and connected with new people, who are not
currently members of the UMC
In real sense through this project we got connected with various people from various universities and
from various denominations further more I like most we served the community with Muslim Yald
members which made each one of us to feel the holly sprit is working on us in different way.
Through this project we got to learned various experiences, games, by allow ideas and suggestions
from other young people in order to make everything to move. This means we can do the
transformation of the world with other people without base on the youth from UMC.
We had great time to interact with many people especially youths and children we shared our
perspectives and views on the pandemic and life in general.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Every moment was hard to explain to the people about covid-19 as you know very well that our
president announced to close the national laboratory for testing covid-19 and other special hospitals
prepared for victims so everyone takes it easily.
It take long time to get the reply of our application when we are asking for the visitation, because their
office want to know our roles and status in the community to get trust with our works, but I am glad
several time we use the word we are scholars from all universities from dare salaam was sound good
to their mind.
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Recommendation
Our recommendation is to continue to working together faithfully find out the solution for our country
to get legal documents for registration. In Côte d'Ivoire, despite the government's efforts to fight
COVID-19, the pandemic is still gaining ground, and many are still disputing the reality of this disease.
Conscious of the fact that the ultimate solution to reduce evil is collective commitment, YALD Côte
d'Ivoire thanks to the financial support of the Young People's Ministries has launched in Abidjan, an
awareness campaign on respect and application barrier measures in the municipalities of Abobo and
Koumassi on the theme: LA COVID-19 is not an illusion.
ABOBO / ORPHANAGE CENTER CANAAN - Abobo Akeikoi
In this vulnerable place we Show solidarity with orphans by educating them on the barrier measures
and the importance of respecting them and we also brought donations to relieve them and support
them in stopping the spread of covid-19. We raised the awareness with children and supervisors of
the center on the coronavirus, its symptoms, the behavior to be had at school, the measures to be
respected to avoid it, etc. we trained them on the different stages of hand washing
And gave Donations.
Donation in kind of hand washing bucket, gel estimated at…
Composition: face mask, Soap gel 1l, Hydroalcoholic gel, Concentrated tomato, Rice, Oil 1l, Milk
powder, sugar, Hand wash bucket, Pasta, and Milo.
KOUMASSI - Camping area
YALD ivory coast team Showed solidarity with families with low monthly income from the Methodist
Church and there we gave Donation followed by awareness raising in families
food kits and health kits were given to Methodist families.
BETHANIE by Koumassi Prodomo
Support families and distributed muffler kits to neighborhood residents in the camp area. We shared
sanitizers and masks on the streets of the camp area.
ABOBO / UMC City of Hope of Abobo-Gare
Yald team Sensitized young people on COVID-19 in order to educate them and mobilize them to adopt
responsible behaviors we also shared with them on how they are exposed as much as the elderly.
There we Communicated fair and true information on the pandemic so that they are better equipped
to raise awareness among their members and their loved ones. Influence their conception of this
disease, their attitude and their habits. We created a Panel of Training Exchanges with 24 youth
leaders from churches and civil society.
We gave a donations of health kits to each person in charge of these organizations and to the guests.
Hydroalcoholic gels, Muffle Soap gel in order to be a development actor.
We also donated tools for preventive measures to umc Pastors at Abobo-Gare and guest speakers
Public place Abobo-Gare
Present the importance of respecting preventive measures in train station and Remind people that
the disease is real;
We did a public awareness plus distribution of health kits including face masks, sanitizers in the streets
of the neighborhood
3 hand gel soaps given to shops and encourage people to be tested voluntarily in case of signs and
symptoms;
Over the three stages, we carried out five different actions in favor of the targeted people. In total,
these are: 310 mufflers 304 hydroalcoholic gels and 42 know gels that we have distributed. And more
than 400 people who were sensitized and received a donation from the YALD to protect themselves
against the coronavirus.
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Impact of Actions in the Community
Stories of the effectiveness of community engagement efforts
At the Center Canaan Orphanage in Abobo-Akeikoi, we worked especially with the children. We were
worried they weren't following, but they were kind and very wise. They took the training and were
able to memorize and quote the barrier measures. Also, they were able to apply the 10 steps of hand
washing in a practical exercise. This orphanage since the outbreak of the crisis has received no subsidy
or donated health kits. We were well received and our passage was a relief for them. because children
lacked washable mufflers to get to school.
As for mass awareness in the streets of Abobo, we were at times overrun by young people, children,
adults, who each wanted to obtain kits. But we were able to calm the crowd and satisfy everyone. For
these populations, who for the most part do not believe in the existence of the disease, buying a
muffler or hydroalcoholic gel is not a priority especially since they are people with low monthly income
or without income for d 'other.
In Koumassi, in families, in the market and in the streets, the populations greatly appreciated and
saluted our action. For those who had doubts about the existence and manifestation of the disease,
they were able to have clear answers and benefit from kits to ensure their protection.
While the challenges were unique to each place, our teams were able to convey the message which
is: COVID-19 IS NOT A LURE. As a reminder that this disease is real and that we need to adopt new
behaviors to stop its spread.
Lessons learned as young leaders in the UMC
The greatest happiness is to be a source of blessing for others.
As young leaders, we have all the potential required to help and grow our communities.
We have a big role to play, a special place to occupy, and we must occupy it and play that role.
Support from partners increases the capacity of youth organizations to act and have impact.
A good commitment leads communities to take ownership of their well-being and their health.
Different approach strategies are needed to reach different populations (their needs and their living
environment must be taken into account).
Reflections on how this project affected discipleship and connected with new people, who are not
currently members of the UMC
It was an opportunity to share our faith and our love, to recall the love of God for them, and to assure
them of the grace of God available for them. To love is also to give, to share with others, hence these
distributed gifts.
In view of the numerous information circulating in the media, the populations are frightened and fear
for their lives. It was necessary to restore their confidence and encourage them to trust in God.
Notes on relationships that developed at the Central Conference Level, Annual Conference Level,
District Level, or Local Church Level of the UMC
Very good relations have developed between the beneficiary local churches and us. We have obtained
facilities to work easily.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Everything went on well as planned.
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Figure 1

Our hypothesis is that most organizations have not put much attention on this area since it has not
recorded many cases of Covid-19 compared to other regions. However, we (YALD), saw the need for
the sensitization in order to prevent any future spread of the virus as a result of ignorance of basic
information like respecting hygiene and sanitary rules against this deadly virus. We felt it was our
responsibility to make them understand that the fact that they have not been hit hard by the virus
does not mean it cannot happen to them in the future
Visit to the philanthropic orphanage
Molyko is a very busy place filled with lots of students and different business men and women. It has
a motor park with a road that leads to one of the biggest markets in this area. The frenzy of activities
in this motor park and the big crowd it attracts is a potential threat to the spread of the virus. It was
also an easy target for my team since gathering people for the sensitization campaign was easy and
reaching out to many people was guaranteed. We are glad to confirm that our objective was achieved.
Main campaign activities
Educating the taxi drivers about personal measures to keep safe from contracting the virus with
emphasis on social distancing. Demonstrating recommended ways of proper hand wash using soap
and water. Demonstrating how to put on the mask and correct the common mistakes people do when
using facemasks Handing out facemasks, Sanitizers and a hand washing bucket with detergent soap
to serve the motor park and we extended the same to the surrounding vendors and interested
passersby
The Grace of God Philanthropic Orphanage and a Rehabilitation Center for the Blind.
What influenced the choice of these locations is the need to also reach out to people who might be
confined in one place. These includes, but not limited to, those confined due to the crisis or not.
We desired to reach out to marginalized groups with special need in our society. A place where we
could extend a hand of fellow and remind ourselves about the love for one another that Jesus Christ
taught us. A place where as we share our stories, we draw strength from each other as we remind
ourselves that we complete each other despite our differences in ability or circumstance. We aspired
to reach out to people through material support so that they will understand that even in a time like
this, when the entire world is in chaos because of the deadly virus, there are people who hold them
dearly at heart. Needless to mention, we are all called to be our brother’s keeper in all times.
Main campaign activities
We opened with a brief presentation on COVID-19, detailing how the virus is contracted, spread and
how to protect ourselves and our loved ones from falling victim
We shared briefly about the objectives of YALD and how we use the platform to spread the ministry
of God. We Donated food stuff and toiletries (as bags of rice, cartons of tomatoes, vegetable oil, Maggi
cube, nuts, sanitary pad, toilet papers, soap etc.) to the rehabilitation center and the children’s home
as material support to the institution as well as means to support sustainable living while staying at
home. We handed over face masks, handwashing bucket and sanitizer and we gave demonstration on
proper use of facemasks and handwashing.
Impact of action in the community
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We can say it with conviction that this campaigned impacted the lives of the people we could reach
out positive especially those at the Grace of God Philanthropic orphanage and those at the
Rehabilitation Centre for the Blind. They were happy to know that there are people out there who
care and think about them especially in a period like this when the world is in fear and need. They
were happy knowing that thier condition is not seen as a source of mockery and shame.
Impact of Actions in the Community
Stories of the effectiveness of community engagement efforts
The whole campaign was yet another platform to demonstrate the need for active youth involvement
in responding to social needs. The unity demonstrated by the team members was a reminder of how
much can be achieved when we are all willing to participate, to support one another and to be selfless
in our work through Christ.
Lessons learned as young leaders in the UMC
Regardless of our denominations, we are all called to be disciples of God. This was a clear lesson for
all of us in the group as we broke the boundaries of denominations and decided to work together. It’s
a positive stand that earned admiration from the management of the children’s home and the
rehabilitation center. We as youths in Christ belong to one body and we all need each other.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Difficulties
The distance from one site to the other was far and being that it was on rainy days, movement was
really difficult and messy. Some of my team members had to balance between working half day and
joining us in the process for the remaining part of the day. This was a major sacrifice on their side since
each member had a special task to carry out
In conclusion, YALD generally advocates for active youth involvement to bring change and counter
social injustices. We organize leadership training, share information on youth employment and offer
training on entrepreneurship to reduce over reliance on white- and blue-collar employment markets.
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The YALD Awareness Sensitization Campaign in Sierra Leone was a success story. Its essence was not
only timely, it was also considered one that helped narrowing the gaps that could endanger many
lives in the midst of the raging Covid-19 pandemic. The Government of Sierra Leone has done all in
its power to combat and extinguish the virus. There are however hard-to-reach areas that the
Government can only reach in a matter of time, and since the raving virus knows no bound, the
unreached areas qualified as disaster prone areas by every indication. It is in such yet-to-reach areas
that the YALD initiative made its presence felt in a caring, loving, and life-saving way. The YALD
committee of ten (10) in Sierra Leone on behalf of YALD Africa, successfully embarked on this
exercise. They visited two (2) schools – a primary and a secondary school (junior and senior) – each
responding with huge reception and enthusiasm. They also visited two homes for the vulnerable
young. A juvenile home for criminals (minors) and a rehabilitation home for the mentally challenged
youth. Generally, the campaign was staged in Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone. Freetown
happens to be the hardest hit by the Corona virus.
The Sensitization Campaign with the Schools
Not long ago, the Government of Sierra Leone lifted the ban it slammed on the operations of schools.
The decision of the reopening of schools was only limited to only public exam classes as the number
of covid-19 confirmed cases was still on the increase. Considering the risk in reopening, government
with its limited resource was charged with protecting every pupil returning to school. The
effectiveness of such protection process unarguably requires all hands-on deck, government and
none-governmental institutions combine. YALD falls under the none-governmental and it therefore
took to sharing masks, Veronica buckets, toiletries, hand wash, hand sanitizers and words of caution
and hope to two United Methodist Schools – primary and secondary schools.
The Albert Academy,
One of the schools visited, is situate at the central part of the city. It is one of the nation’s reputable
institutions that has provision for both junior and senior categories. YALD’s presence was a not only
essential but also life-saving.
The Bishop Humper Primary
Was the second school visited. It is located at the far eastern part of Freetown. It is a struggling
primary school that was purposely built to help the suffering high-illiterate number in that part of
the city. It also stands as a geographically hard to reach area. YALD’s presence was one that met with
exceeding open hands and doors.
On the whole, the sensitization with the schools, went without hindrance. The pupils were further
enlightened about the operations and goals of YALD.
The Sensitization Campaign with The Homes (Juvenile and Rehabilitation)
YALD’s visit to the City of Rest Rehabilitation and Government Juvenile homes was a clear mark of its
passion to investing in the vulnerable and disadvantaged youth. The City of Rest which is managed
by volunteering pastors is situate on the outskirts of Freetown. It houses the young that are mentally
challenged. Its facility is large but with little support.
Impact of Actions in the Community
Therefore, our kind gesture of food and toiletry supplies was an all answered prayer. We prayed with
them and further shared words of caution, hope and love. God knows hearts were touched – both
implementers and inmates combine.
At the Juvenile Home, a mixed bag of rattling sorrow and ignorance, YALD extended a similar gesture
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as it did at the rehab home. Its shared food stuffs and toiletries. We also prayed with inmates and
equally shared words of encouragement, hope and love.
The visits to the homes also recorded YALD’s improvement of its fight against inhumane treatment
of the youth that hardly gets to be heard. It further got the youth hopeful and courageous.
Conclusions and Recommendations
In Conclusion, the awareness and sensitization went all well. We went to plan and so far, it was a
success story for a first phase. Also, it only took the campaign to let many hear about YALD. It was
therefore of essence for an official launch of the organization for a proper understanding,
corporation, and subsequent survival.
Currently, the Sierra Leone Committee has established an online communication in keeping up with
all its implementing partners. This is to make follow-up on how they fair on. We have also kept in
touch to help with the best moral support as we can. We also look forward to promoting the drive
and desires of YALD.
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Awareness to local Gombe city
Awareness campaign at Gombe city in four locations; Market, GSM Centre, Union office and square
temple, all in Gombe. Sharing rubber buckets, sanitizers, face masks and liquid soaps.
Gombe State
20/06/2020. Gombe is 201.2klmts from Jalingo, the Headquarters of UMC Nigeria.
We visited four locations; Main Market, GSM Centre, Union office and square temple, all in Gombe.
Donations to internally displaced person’s camp, donations of food items, face masks, liquid soaps
to Jalingo IDP camp 1 and 2
Jalingo - Taraba state.
28/06/2020,16/07/2020. Jalingo is the Headquarter of UMC in Nigeria.
We visited 2 IDP camps (1&2), and UMCN orphanage home twice. Though, UMCN Orphanage home
is divided into two, senior and Junior sections.
Donations to orphanage homes of food items, face masks, liquid soap to two orphanages.
IDP camps and Orphanage homes
Sensitization of people, IDP camps and Orphanage homes. On Covid- 19 safety guides. We Shared
rubber buckets, sanitizers, face masks and liquid soaps and donations of food items to IDPs and
Orphanage homes.
Impact of the actions in the community
The project was impactful to the communities. As local leaders shared their joy as the received
awareness tips, and items. It was really a great sharing in their pain and concerns.
Impact of Actions in the Community
Stories of the effectiveness of community engagement efforts.
It was a good moment in special time to connect with people from different background and religion.
Our engagement with the people was strength, snappy and precised. The communities were
receptive to us, and appreciated the gifts we offered to them.
We gave them opportunities to air their feelings on our visit to them.
Lessons learned as young leaders in the UMC.
We learned that, people are really suffered and still suffering as a result of the Corona pandemic.
People are touched not only when they have much, but little gestures can put smiles on the face of
many.
We also learned that; people already knew about UMC.
Personally, I learnt that, team work can make work easier and effective.
Reflections on how this project affected discipleship and connected with new people, who are not
currently members of the UMC
This project helped us to meet with Muslims in Gombe. This gave us the opportunity to relates with
them and told them that the donations came from the United Methodist church. They were happy.
The project also touched the lives of those in need, especially the IDPs and Orphans. The need our
love as a Church and people.
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Notes on relationships that developed at the Central Conference Level, Annual Conference Level,
District Level, or Local Church Level of the UMC
YALD Nigeria is made up of members of the UMC Nigeria, only few indicated interests to join YALD
outside UMCN. Our membership went across our four conferences.
It was this project that brought YALD to lame light. The church leadership is ready to work with us
and to support us in subsequent projects.
Conclusions and Recommendations
We had challenges of rainfall on our second trip to IDP camps. Some of the stuffs were socked in
rain. The place was dark and filled up with people.
Recommendation
1. We should do more of these gestures to our communities in Africa. People are really suffering
especially in rural areas.
Future perspectives of YALD International
YALD will continue to encourage young people throughout Africa and motivate them to raise the
awareness in order to save millions of lives in Africa.
YALD will continue to reflect on the covid-19 crisis in order to come up with entrepreneurial
program which would impower young people to self-sustainability in their community in this time
in which many have lost their jobs and do not have hope for future.
As Christian organization, we invite all people of good heart and people who love and want to
impact in young people to contact us, because young people is the hope for today and tomorrow.
And if you want African to be great, please do not hesitate to step up in supporting this organization
which empowers young people throughout the African community.
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Partnerships
Young African leadership Development has no partners until now, we are raising our voice to request
from young people ministries office for partnership which can bring more success and transformations
in the lives of Young People in Africa.
As we know the united Methodist support several organizations which are ecumenical. YALD is there
to transform the community through young people’s expertise and experience also with them learning
to know new things.
We are glad to working with you in this tragic moment, we appeal to you for support in our
project of regenerating income, which will help yald improve the financial strategies to support
young leaders with vision and projects. Please find in the annex 3 the planning and project for
yald within two year 2020-2021.
YALD participation in the awareness campaign has motivated the population around Africa to be
aware of the virus and take necessary measures to limit the propagation in the community, which
helped most in these days.
Yald is remaining opened to any remarks and comments which can help us to asset ourselves and
grow both professionally and spiritually
Covid-19 Risk Reduction
In Africa, the response to the pandemic is unfolding with various approaches and initiatives to curb
the spread of the disease as well as its interconnected socioeconomic impacts. As a result of an oftenresourced constrained environment and strong past experiences with the Ebola crises, approaches in
few countries have their own specificities and common trends.
Covid-19 Risk Reduction Recommendations
We recommend to young people’s ministries in order to limit the risk of the covid-19, the
awareness campaign would be continuous especially in the schools and universities.
Methodology
the methodology used was to identity countries that are most affected with covid-19 and from
that set a zoom meeting with yald members in these countries to have great information and
planning to move with the campaign in the community.
How did we know these young leaders who are country directors?
These are strong united Methodist young leaders who have been working strongly in their church
and who are trained young people from young leaders’ summit and in different gathering of
young people around the world.
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Annex 1: Financial Report
Here you will find the progress of the financial management from the bank account but not
limited to wire transfer and monitoring evaluation.
1. DRC FINANCIAL REPORT
Public Awareness in the Sola Market
NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price
in USD

Total price USD

1

Printed T-shirt

15

7

105

2

Face masque

100

2

200

4

3

12

100

1.5

150

Liquid soap
3

Sanitizor

4

Buckets and Bucket stands

2

12

24

5

Transport of YALD Team

15

5

75

Total

566

Awareness Camapaign in INBTP/ National Institute of Building and Public Works
NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price
in USD

total price USD

face mask

50

2

100

1

Hand sanitizer

30

1.5

45

2
3

Liquid soap
Buckets and Bucket stands

4
3

3
12

12
36

Rize

2

25

50

envelop 50 for 14 girls

1

50

50

Maize

2

25

50

Oil litter

10

2

20

Transport of YALD Team

15

5

75

4

Total

438

Awareness Campaign in YMCA-YWCA Medical Center & Orphanage
NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price
in USD

total price USD

Banner

1

40

40

face mask

50

2

100

1

Hand sanitizer

30

1.5

45

2

Liquid soap

4

3

12
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3

Buckets and Bucket stands

2

12

24

Blood Refrigerator Size S

1

200

200

Maize

2

25

50

Oil litter

10

2

20

Total

491
Visite of Christian University of Kinshasa

NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price
in USD

total price USD

face mask

20

2

40

1

Hand sanitizer

10

1.5

15

2

Liquid soap

4

3

12

3

Buckets and Bucket stands

2

12

24

4

Transport of YALD Team

5

5

25

Total

116
other expenses

1

Internet connection and information

30

2

printed papers for buckets
Total

10
40

REPORT YALD ZIMBABWE
Item

Cost per
Quantity
TOTAL $
item
Organize a zoom conference meeting with all the Zimbabwe YALD members
Emergency on the Awareness of the local population on the Implementation of preventive
measures
Donation to international and local students stranded in campuses
Buckets

10

4

40

Thermometer battery

30

2

60

Thermometer

50

1

50

3

20

60

100

150

100

100

Liquid soap
Sanitizer 50

1.5

Local fabrication masks 100 /
Nyakatsapa.

1

Sub-total 1

460

Visit orphanages and sharing
Buckets
Liquid soap
Sanitizer.

10

4

40

3

21.5

64.5

1.5

100

150
30
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Local fabrication mask 100

1

100

100

Rice 50 KG 1 Old Mutare
orphanage

50

2

100

50

2

100

2

40

80

2 banners

30

2

60

12 T-shirts

10

12

120

Transport /lunch

10

10

100

4 banner ayelets and 8 buckrys
stickers

8

9

72

Car hire/ Mutare -nyakatsapa
2 trip

50

2

100

Director transport trip

20

20

Director acommodation

20

20

Mineral water

10

10

Mealie- meal 100KG
Oil 2 boxes Old Mutare
orphanage litters

Sub-total 2

1136.5
TOTALS

$1,596.50
2.

RWANDA FINANCIAL REPORT

Phase 1: Awareness of Local population
NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price in Rwf

Total price

1

Printed T-shirt

10

12000

120000

2

Face masque

60

1000

60000

3

Liquid soap

10

4000

40000

4

Buckets and Bucket
stands

5

25000

125000

5

Transport of YALD Team

10

20000

Total

200000
545000

Phase 2: Donation to UMC Churches in Gisenyi District
NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price in Rwf

1

Hand sanitizer

20

4000

80000

2

Liquid soap

18

4000

72000

3

Buckets and Bucket
stands

9

25000

225000
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4

Transport of YALD Team

6

10000

60000

Total

437000
Phase 3: Visiting orphans in UMC/ Kibungo District

NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price in Rwf

1

Hand sanitizer

20

4000

80000

2

Liquid soap

20

4000

80000

3

1 litter oil

20

2000

40000

4

bags of corn flower

20

5000

100000

5

Buckets and Bucket
stands
Transport of YALD Team

9

25000

225000

10

10000

100000

6

Total
FUNDING
RECEIVED
EXPENSES

1596$

local
contributions
Balance

50$

625000

1650$

0
TANZANIA REPORT

3.

UZIMA ORPHANAGE CENTRE
R. 1$

2178

In.

Cash Usd

b/d

493.1

Donation
From Nickson

45.91

Cash
Tsh
1,073,9
62.42
100,00
0.00

Expenditures
Transport
Rice
Cooking Oil
Bar Soap
Food
Powder Soap

Qnt

Price

Cash Tsh

1

2,000.00

2,000.00

Cash
Usd
0.92

45

1,700.00

76,500.00

35.12

1

11,000.00

11,000.00

5.05

10

2,000.00

20,000.00

9.18

1

1,500.00

1,500.00

0.69

2

13,000.00

26,000.00

11.94

18

2,500.00

45,000.00

20.66

Cooking Oil

1

31,000.00

31,000.00

14.23

Pen

2

5,000.00

10,000.00

4.59

Ped

1

60,000.00

60,000.00

27.55

Suger
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Transport &
Communicat.
Beans

1

3,800.00

3,800.00

1.74

8

2,900.00

23,200.00

10.65

Photocopy
Receipt
Soda

5

100

500

0.23

18

5,500.00

99,000.00

45.45

764,462.4
2
1,173,962
.42

350.99

Balance
539.01
Balance b/d

350.99

c/d

1,173,9
62.42
764,46
2.42

539.01

Other Expenses
Support for young leaders with food

10

contact Information and connection

22000
2

220000

45000

Total

90000
310000

FUNDING RECEIVED

1596$

EXPENSES

1700$

local contributions

100$

4.
N°

IVORY COAST REPORT

Designations

Qté

P. Unitaire

Montant FCFA

1

Tee-shirts (TEAM YALD Côte d'Ivoire)

10

3500

35000

2

Cache-nez

310

790

245900

3

Gel savon main (CLEANOL)

8

500

4000

4

Gel savon main petit format

9

1500

13500

5

Gel savon main grand format (BACTIGEL)

2

1550

3100

6

Gel Hydroalcoolique Cleanol (packs de 4)

16

3600

57600

7

Gel Hydro (Bactigel)

4

4200

16800

8

Gel Hydro (Bactigel)

6

5400

32400

9

Désinfectant

10

1300

13000

10

Riz (Carton de 1k)g

3

8600

25800

11

Huile 1l (packs de 6)

6

5330

31980

12

Riz 50 kg

2

10150

20300

13

Pâtes alimentaires maman (4,6 kg)

3

2850

8550

14

Lait (sachet en poudre)

80

100

8000

15

Milo (20g)

50

85

4250

16

Sucre (15 kg)

3

3750

11250
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17

Tomate pâte (sachet 370 g)

4

1965

7860

18

Tomate pâte (Boîte 2 kg - Pack de 6)

2

2180

4360

19

Seau lave-main

1

25000

25000

20

Transport

1

25000

25000

21

Location de voiture (1 journée)

1

30000

30000

22

Budget communication

1

15000

15000

23

Speakers (Conférence)

1

30000

30000

24

Sac biodégradables (pour les kits)

50

100

5000

Training facilities
25

27000

27000

Transport of members

10

8100

81000

Divers (TVA Facture)

1

600

600

Total

782350
Other Expenses

Support for young leaders with food

10

contact Information and connection

5800
2

58000

10800

21600

Total

79600

FUNDING RECEIVED

1596$

EXPENSES

1686$

local contributions

50$

Balance

0
5.

CAMEROUN FINACIAL REPORT

Visit to the philanthropic orphanage Region of BUEA
NO

Items

Quantity

Unit price in
FCFA

Total price FCFA

1

Printed T-shirt

15

5400

81000

2

Face masque

100

1080

108000

4

1620

6480

100

810

81000

Rice,

2

16200

32400

maize

2

16200

32400

Oil

2

10000

20000

Hotel for the 4 members

4

5400

21600

Transport of yald members

15

5400

81000

Liquid soap
3

Sanitizor
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4

Buckets and Bucket stands

2

6480

12960

5

Transport of YALD 4 members from
yaounde

4

13500

54000

Total

530840
Public Campaign in the street of Buea

NO
2

Items
Face masque

Quantity

Unit price in
FCFA

Total price FCFA

100

790

78840

4

1620

6480

100

810

81000

Liquid soap
3

Sanitizer

4

Buckets and Bucket stands

2

Request to operate in the street
Transport of yald members

15

6480

12960

27000

27000

5400

81000

Total

287280
Other Expenses

Support for young leaders with food

15

contact Information and connection

5400
2

10800

Total

81000
21600
102600

FUNDING RECEIVED

1596$

EXPENSES

1659$

local contributions

63$

6.

SIERRA LEONE FINANCIAL REPORT
The Albert Academy

NO

Items

Quantity

Printed Banner

1

Unit price in
USD
50

1

Printed T-shirt

10

10

100

2

Face masque

200

2

400

4

5

20

100

2

200

2

15

30

Liquid soap
3

Sanitizers

4

Buckets veronica and Bucket
stands

Total price USD
50
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5

Transport of YALD Team

10

5

50

Total

NO

850

The Bishop Humper Primary
Quantity
Unit price in
USD
80
1.5

Items
face mask

total price USD
120

1

Hand sanitizer

30

2

60

2

Liquid soap

4

5

20

3

Buckets veronica and Bucket
stands

2

15

30

toileteries and other staff

50

5

250

Transport of YALD Team

10

5

50

4

Total

530

The Sensitization Campaign with The Homes (Juvenile and Rehabilitation)
NO

Items

Quantity

face mask

30

Unit price in
USD
2

total price USD

1

Hand sanitizer

10

2

20

2

Liquid soap

4

5

20

3

Buckets and Bucket stands

2

15

30

4

Transport of YALD Team

10

5

60

50

Total

180
other expenses

1
2

Internet connection and
information
printed papers for buckets

30
10

Total

40
FUNDING RECEIVED

1596$

EXPENSES

1596$

local contributions

0

Balance

0
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NIGERIA FANANCIAL REPORT
Expenses

Quantity

1. Buckets

Unit Price

Amount $

10

14

$140

2. Liquid soaps cartons

4

15

$60

3. Sanitizers cartons

4

25

$100

4.Face masks packets

6

25

$150

5. Bags of rice

4

38

$152

6. bags of maize flour

6

35

$210

7. Oil

4

40

$160

Printed Banner

1

50

$50

8. Printing of Tshirts/Banners

10

10

$100

9. Hiring of taxi

2 (one in Gombe

$100

10. Transport fare

$40

Transport for young
leaders’ participants

10

15

$150

12. Total

$1,362
other expenses

1

Internet connection and information

26

2

Support yald leaders with food

150

Total

176$
FUNDING RECEIVED

1596$

EXPENSES

1642$

local contributions

100$

Balance

1
2
3
4

0

0FFICE EXPENSES
Communication moderm + internet connection
production of video of all activies and Tv channel
regulations of the bank
transport
Printer including ink
Administrative with local leaders

300
500
500
100
100
200
1700
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General Expenses
Amount Received for the project
expenses of the project
Balance

15100$
14468 $
632$

Annex 5: Technical Working Groups
YALD oftenly use Zoom for international and local meeting, also use WhatsApp group for each
country, provinces or regions and an international WhatsApp group which brings all the young
leaders together.
Yald organizes online trainings to empower young people in this time of crisis and offer learning
platform which is Zoom.
Annex 6: Bibliography
Google.com
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pQJ6WBpV0NzZm9OFFWBkZVpEHhpbk5ls?usp=sharing
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